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Pneumatic-Mechanical Systems in UAVs: Autonomous Power Line
Sensor Unit Deployment

Nicolai Iversen1, Aljaž Kramberger2, Oscar Bowen Schofield1, Emad Ebeid1, IEEE Senior Member

Abstract— Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have intro-
duced benefits in many areas of the energy sector. Today,
power line sensor deployment is manually executed on passive
power lines using helicopters, introducing great risks, costs and
difficulties for the power distribution companies and the human
operators.

In this paper, we present a novel modular mechanical system
utilizing pneumatic as the actuation source to deploy a sensor
unit to a power line using a UAV, with aid of an autonomous
alignment algorithm. The results show that the UAV can
facilitate the sensor unit, and is capable of deploying it to
the power line in an autonomous manner. The works leave
opportunity for expanding to further applications in the future.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large scale international research and innovation projects

such as Drones4Energy [1], Aerial-Core [2], and LineDrone

[3] have started investigating various technologies supporting

UAV solutions for inspecting and maintaining power grids.

However, operations requiring physical contact with the

power line infrastructure to mount sensors, cameras, lights,

etc. remains a big challenge. Today, huge costs are introduced

[4] due to execution of these operations on passive power

lines, but without sufficient monitoring and inspection, the

consequences can be costly; in some cases, even fatal. ”It’s
not a small problem - it cost us 16.65 billion dollars and
caused the deaths of 84 people” [5]. The available market

solutions already provide wireless measuring devices for data

such as current, temperature, inclination or ground distance,

wind speed and direction, and solar radiation [6][7][8]. The

solutions secure valuable information for the utility com-

panies, yielding higher efficiency and transmission currents

based on the data feedback in an optimization control loop

[9] and consequently increasing the reliability of the grid

[10]. Some novel systems also use different technologies

for Wireless Energy Transmission (WET) to power sensor

circuits [11][12]. A UAV deployment system would poten-

tially enable utility companies to install such systems for

monitoring and optimization without shutting down the grid

and provide installation of the sensors in hard to reach

places like demonstrated in [13]. A UAV solution would

also introduce a safer and less costly method of retrieving

back the sensor units. The related works of [14] introduces

a swingable 2D rangefinder on a hybrid aerial vehicle for

autonomously detecting and aligning with the cable to land

upon it. Additionally, the LineDrone from Hydro-Quebec
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Fig. 1. Three step autonomous deployment of sensor unit. A: Rough
alignment. B: Ascent and fine corrections. C: Hooking mechanism latches
on the cable and the UAV uncouples from the sensor unit.

[15][16], uses a camera combined with a LiDAR sensor for

detecting and landing on top of the power line. Most recently,

the AGRASP platform [17] presents a novel LiDAR and 3D

vision technique to map a desired space for approaching and

perching on circular objects. The aforementioned platforms,

in association with their developed functionalities, came with

a cost of heavy on-board processing power for them to

operate successfully.

Our proposed system presents an extension to our pre-

vious work [18], and its capability towards safely and

autonomously deploying a sensor unit onto an active high

voltage power line. As found in our previous works, we use

two solid-state segmented LiDARs for detecting and aligning

with the cable through the steps as seen in Fig. 1. The sensor

unit in this study measures the distance from the cable to the

ground, but this can be extended to facilitate further sensors.

The deployment is executed through a pneumatically driven

mechanism, enabling high forces and rapid response at small

volume and mass. In addition to building a UAV platform

for this mission and enhancing the off-the-shelf air frame, we

added a deployment system comprised of two modules. The

first, permanently attached to the UAV, represents a modular

integrated pneumatic system encompassing a power supply,

control, and coupling mechanism.

The second is a deployable sensor unit, comprised of

an integrated wireless sensor unit with energy harvesting

capabilities through WET, pneumatically driven hooking

mechanism and a mechanical coupling feature for coupling

the sensor unit with the UAV. The coupling mechanism

allows the UAV to reattach with the sensor unit at any given
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time without adding complex and unnecessary hardware to

the sensor unit while attached to the power line. In addition,

the coupling mechanism represents an pneumatic interface,

which can actuate the sensor unit pneumatic based on the

UAV on-board pneumatic power source. The sensor unit acts

as a generic platform that can operate on AC power lines

while harvesting energy to extend its lifetime.

Pneumatic systems have previously been introduced to

UAV systems, but only a few studies were found using

the highly effective energy source. In [19] and [20] the

authors propose a ”one-time-use” pneumatic solution, uti-

lizing the pneumatic rapid response to inflate airbags as a

safety-mechanism for UAVs. In [21], a sleeved actuator is

proposed and validated in a use-case for perching a UAV,

achieving high perching force but limited by the compressed

air capacity to 50 cycles. Throughout all of the applications

the major drawback was identified as the limited compressed

fluid supply.

The main contributions of the paper are as follows:

• utilization of an integrated pneumatic system for de-

ploying and retrieving of sensors on power lines with a

UAV,

• study and application of efficient hooking systems for

automatic deployment of sensors with the UAV,

• integration of the mechanical components on a standard

UAV platform,

• fully autonomous deployment of a sensor unit with a

UAV

These contributions will be outlined in the following

sections.

II. SYSTEM COMPONENTS

In this section, we present the design considerations be-

hind the subsystems integrated on a UAV and a deployable

sensor unit is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Annotated view of the system components on the UAV. (photo by
the authors)

A. Pneumatic system

Pneumatic systems are highly adopted in various automa-

tion processes, the benefit of a compressed fluid (for example

air) to power all sorts of actuators, gives a cheap and versatile

actuation method for automation purposes. Pneumatics were

introduced to robotic applications due to their advantages in

containing high amounts of energy at a small volume, as

well as the ability of moving compressed fluids quickly in

low-inertia designs to realise systems with rapid response

times, especially in grasping and object handling tasks.

The mechanical simplicity, long work-cycles, low service

requirements and the transmitted power are the key benefits

when choosing pneumatic systems over electrical solutions

for robotic applications. There have been challenges in

integrating pneumatics within the UAV domain due to the

main problem: ensuring a sufficient supply of compressed

fluid in a compact form factor to power the actuators. A usual

compressor solution mounted on a UAV does not present a

viable solution for the problem due to its complexity, weight

and electrical power consumption which reduces the flight

time of the UAV.

To tackle the challenge of sensor unit deployment, a

modular pneumatic unit (see Fig. 3), was developed to be

integrated within a UAV platform. The unit is comprised of a

power source, a standard 25g CO2 cartridge, for powering the

entire pneumatic system. The fluid reaches a pressure of up

to 60 Bar, depending on ambient temperature. The pressure is

reduced with a pressure regulator to 6-8 bar, which complies

with standard industrial pressure (according to standard: DIN

1314) found in common automation applications.

To estimate the capacity of the CO2 cartridge, we per-

formed an empirical test, where we measured the number

of piston actuations, until the nominal pressure dropped

below 5.5 Bar where the manufacturer could no longer

guarantee the specified holding force. The outcome of test

resulted in 471 actuations with a single piston, which is

enough for a single day of field operation of deploying

and retrieving sensor units, taking potential compressed fluid

losses into consideration as well. To actuate the pistons and

Pneumatic UAV unit Pneumatic schematics

Co2 cartridge 

Pressure regulator

Control valve

Locking piston

Hooking mechanism piston

Coupling 
connection 

Fig. 3. Representation of the pneumatic system with the accompanying
pneumatic schematics.

other potential pneumatic components, standard industrial

electrical pneumatic valves (solenoid valves) are integrated in

the UAV-part of the system. The regulated compressed fluid

is passed with a 4 mm diameter industrial pneumatic house

to the solenoid control valves, consequently providing an

interface to the pneumatic actuation procedures in the UAV

control software. The UAV electronics run on TTL Logic

Levels, whereas the solenoid valves operate at an industry-

standard 24V. Thus, a signal converter was added to boost

the 5V UAV control signals to 24V. The reasoning behind

choosing standard industrial pneumatic components are the

following: wide variety of compatible components to chose



from, compliance with industrial safety and manufacturing

standards, off the shelf components which can be acquired

and integrated with no lead time in the cases of an break-

down.

The type of the control valves can be adjusted based on the

application. In this design, we integrated a 4/2 (4 ports and 2

control positions) and a 3/2 (3 ports and 2 control positions)

mono stable solenoid valve (according to standard: ISO-

1210-1) to control the actuators integrated in the coupling

and the hooking mechanisms. The coupling mechanism is

comprised of the mechanical coupling (see Sec. II-B) and

a locking double-acting pneumatic piston. With the piston a

locking wedge is operated, which when engaged it ensures

a tight and rigid coupling between the pneumatic unit and

the sensor unit. In the mechanical coupling we embedded an

airtight channel-like feature enabling us to power the single-

acting pneumatic piston integrated in the hooking mechanism

(the mechanical approach is in detailed explained in Sec.II-

B-2 ). The mechanism can be actuated when the two units are

coupled together. After sensor unit deployment, the coupling

is released and can be restored when the two units are

coupled together. The idea is based on a standard robotic tool

exchange mechanism, used in various robotics applications

[22] where automatic coupling and decoupling of tools is

often required.

B. Mechanical Design

1) UAV modifications: The system design takes departure

from the Tarot 650 Sport quadcopter air frame [23]. Since

the air frame basic configuration did not meet our safety

demands, it was modified to utilize a pusher-configuration,

resulting in an increased distance between the power lines

and moving parts of the UAV. The flight controller (FC) was

mounted underneath the ”baseplate” of the UAV to increase

the available area on top of the frame for attaching the

additional subsystems. These alterations introduced stability

issues due to lowered Center of Gravity (COG), the FC

distance from the Center of Rotation (COR) and the propeller

operating in ”dirty” air due to the downwash from the

motor arm [24]. The stability issues were corrected by

extensive tuning of the PID-controlled attitude estimator in

the FC. After which, the UAV also revealed an increase in

hover flight time of 5% compared to the tractor propeller

configuration.

Fig. 4. Annotated view of the sensor unit design

2) Deployment system: The deployment system consists

of a sensor which mechanically attaches to the cable, and

a coupling between the UAV and sensor unit. The coupling

serves to establish a definite position for the sensor unit when

carried by the UAV. Coupling accuracy is very important for

establishing an airtight seal between the units, enabling the

transfer of pressurized fluid from the UAV pneumatic unit

to the actuator in the sensor unit. Inspired by Thompson’s

first kinematic couplings from precision engineering [25], the

design was determined as a double-V geometry achieving a

mechanical alignment of position in all three axes, in addition

to rotational alignment around the vertical axis through four

contact surfaces [26]. The draft angles were determined

based on prototyping as 30◦, which translates to mechanical

rotational compensation of a misalignment up to 15◦. By

allowing misalignment in the mechanical connection, the

UAV control accuracy-demands were lowered, additionally

preparing the coupling for a future UAV retrieval. When the

components are aligned the coupling actuator is triggered.

Linear translation of the locking feature secures the con-

nection with a force component in two dimensions - pulling

down the sensor and pushing the coupling parts together. In

the ”push”-direction, a V-ring seal [27] secures the pneumatic

coupling to transfer the pressurized fluid through an embed-

ded channel in the parts. The parts (except V-ring seal) were

manufactured with 3D-printing using the Stratasys PolyJet
3D-printing technology [28]. Previous case studies revealed

airtight performance [29] and thus the technology was suited

for this study to embed the air transfer channels in the parts.

A hooking mechanism was designed for the purpose of

deploying the sensor unit on a power line. As illustrated in

Fig. 5, the mechanism consists of a pneumatic actuator, a

crossbar, two cross-links and two fingers where the joints all

allow for rotation. When the pneumatic actuator is engaged,

the opening motion follows as shown in Fig. 5-Middle to

Right. Rotational movement is preferred to minimize friction

and increase efficiency. The link-based design secures a

natural alignment of the manipulated object, converging

towards the center of the mechanism, as well as achieving

a normally-closed state when the single-acting piston is not

pressurized (due to the compression spring). The fingers were

designed as a maximization problem method: to increase the

distance ”B” (to achieve a hook-effect) and the distance ”C”

respectively (see Fig. 5). For an arbitrary finger design to stay

coupled with the cable, it is desired to satisfy the following

static equilibrium condition

∑Fz = 0. (1)

For a regular clamp (as seen in Fig. 5-Left) the static

equilibrium can be expressed as:

∑Fz = Fμ −Fg = Fp ·μ −m ·g = 0. (2)

Here it is assumed that a sufficient and constant force

(Fp) exists (as well as sufficient static friction coefficient μ
between the contacts) to satisfy the equilibrium. This force

would require the pneumatic actuator in the sensor to main-

tain pressure when installed on the cable. In the proposed



hook-design (B > 0), it is possible to eliminate the need for

this force and the equilibrium is satisfied as presented in

Eq. 3 by transferring the stress from the gravitational pull

g caused by the sensor mass m, distributing it through the

finger surfaces. Thus, the finger reaction force R f becomes

identical to the gravitational pull, which is derived as:

∑Fz = R f −Fg = m ·g−m ·g = 0. (3)

Following the requirements, the finger designs were 3D

printed using a regular fused-deposition modelling method

[30] with Poly Lactic Acid biodegradable material. The final

finger design was determined based on testing three set of

fingers with different B lengths (0mm, 5mm & 10mm).

Fig. 5. Left: Simplified free body diagram of clamping design (B=00).
Middle: Closed (non-actuated) view of the actual mechanism sketch (B=05).
Right: Open (actuated) view of the actual mechanism sketch (B=05).

C. Electronics

In this work, the deployed sensor unit is designed as

a proof of concept for demonstrating energy harvesting,

sensing, and long-range data transmission. The sensor unit

is made up of three sections as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of the networked sensor Unit.

The Energy Harvesting section extends the longevity of

the sensor operation by utilizing the magnetic field generated

by the high voltage power lines. The works of [11] were used

as a basis to design an open-core transformer, consisting

of 3500 turns of 0.13mm enameled copper wire, wrapped

around a 14mm by 85mm steel core (according to DIN

41302). The transformer is connected to a rectifier circuit to

convert the AC voltage into DC for the purpose of recharging

the sensor units single-cell battery, which is protected with

low-voltage dropout and battery monitoring features.

The Sensing and Data processing section uses an Arduino

MKR WAN 1300 board to interface with a Time-of-Flight

(ToF) range finder from TeraBee to measure the distance

between the cable and the ground. To minimise the current

consumption during operation, the microcontroller is placed

into a low-power state in between measurements (current

consumption > 100μA, measurement data by the authors)

using the Arduino ”DeepSleep” libraries [31] with the ToF

being disabled via a GPIO-controlled MOSFET.

The Networking section features a LoRaWAN (Long

Range, Low Power Wide Area Network) module ABZ-078,

configured to operate in the 868MHz range to align with

the EU863-870 radio band in Europe. The unit transmission

range is around 10km and is connected with The Things

Network gateway [32] to pass the processed data to the

internet.

D. Software

The navigation and alignment of the drone was undertaken

using an onboard computer (Raspberry Pi 4 4GB) running

Ubuntu 18.04 and Robot Operating System (ROS) Melodic;

the flight controller operates using the PX4 Flight stack

[33], with the MAVROS package[34] being employed as

the middleware between ROS and computer. The sensor

hardware used to aid with alignment was taken from the

works of [18], with the LeddarTech VU8 48◦ and 100◦
solid-state LiDARs being denoted as VU48 and VU100

respectively.

The control and navigation of the drone was based on

previous works of the authors [35], using the outlined auton-

omy framework as a basis to implement a deployment pilot.

However, several modifications were made to the framework

to cater for sensor deployment functionality.

Firstly, the alignment pilot was altered to use the Posi-
tionTarget message type [36], which offers greater flexibility

compared to the PoseStamped messages previously used for

drone control, allowing for the drone to be manoeuvred via a

combination of positional, velocity or acceleration setpoints,

within in a single message. The movements can also be

relative to the global coordinate space (North-East-Down) or

drone coordinate frame (Roll-Pitch-Yaw). This is particularly

utilized during the roll alignment process, where the system

uses velocity setpoints to move the drone in the horizontal



plane, whilst using absolute distance values to ensure the

drone does not increase or decrease in altitude.

The task of aligning the drone for sensor deployment

uses a three-stage approach where the drone first aligns

laterally, approaching the cable before correcting for mis-

aligned yaw. The final stage utilizes a mix of lateral and

altitude adjustments to deploy the sensor unit. The outline

of the process can be seen in Algorithm 1. During the lateral

alignment phase, the drone uses data provided by the VU48

to determine the lateral offset between the drone and cable.

By using the distance and corresponding segment number

with trigonometric functions, the horizontal velocity can be

obtained and is passed to a PI Controller to compensate for

disturbances as wind. Once positioned underneath the cable,

the system progresses to the next step: yaw alignment and

cable approach.

The altitude is increased until both LiDARs detect the

presence of the cable, where a comparison is made between

the segment numbers to determine the rotational offset be-

tween the drone and the cable. The calculations presented by

the authors previous work in [18] were used as a basis for

determining the yaw, but were found to require additional

filtering to provide stable results. As a result, a less complex

method was implemented which determines the segment

error as a value between ±4 relative to the VU48.

When the detected segment number on both LiDARs are

symmetrical, the system considers the drone to be aligned

with the cable. When coupled with the confirmation of

lateral alignment, the system transitions to the the final step

of sensor deployment. In this mode, the drone motion is

manoeuvred in the lateral and vertical directions exclusively

to fine-tune the alignment, utilizing the guide rails to aid

alignment at closer proximity. The outline of sensor deploy-

ment can be seen in algorithm 2.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND TEST-CASE

To demonstrate and verify the presented capabilities of the

system, the following experiments were carried out. System

testing was also presented in the attachment video1.

A. Static testing of hooking mechanism

To measure the gripping force of the different finger design

ratios (as described in Sec. II-B), the sensor unit was placed

1https://youtu.be/AuaSbteg72A

in a fixture connected to a rigid steel tube with the same

diameter as the power cables (38mm) (see Fig. 7). The setup

was placed in the Zwick-Roell Z050 static testing machine

using a Zwick-Roell Xforce HP 10 kN load cell. The testing

Fig. 7. A+B: Front view of test setup and fixture. C: After test sequence
with gripper finger separation

cycle was performed 10 times per finger-set resulting in a

total data set of 30 cycles with approx. 2000 measurement

points each. The results clearly illustrate that increasing the

B-length results in a higher holding force of the sensor

system. Comparing the results from Fig. 8 the B distances

Fig. 8. Averaged force-strain test results based on 10 test cycles each.

B-05 and B-10 follow a slightly steeper increase-rate due

to the hooking effect of the geometry. In other words, the

force required to strain the gripper for a certain amount is

higher compared to the B-00 design. The hooking effect

was achieved at B-05 and illustrated with the coinciding

progression between B-05 and B-10. The B-10 design results

yield a higher holding force, but also a slipping-factor as

seen in the oscillating behaviour after strain extending above

15mm. Additionally, the opening force for the B-10 design

resulted in breaking the fingers in contrast to opening the

mechanism as was seen in the B-00 and B-05 designs.

Based on this the results the B-05-design was chosen for

this application.

B. Pneumatic unit coupling and actuation durability testing

To test the durability of the pneumatic coupling and the

actuation of the system, we setup an empirical experiment

which utilized an Universal Robot arm (UR5e) for simulat-

ing the entire action sequence. The test sequence included

mounting the sensor to the UAV, triggering the pneumatic

actuator on the UAV securing airflow to the sensor unit,

for actuating the hooking mechanism before reversing the

process. The test sequence ran for 4 consecutive hours

resulting in 7200 executions of the sequence. At the end

of the test no issues with the system were reported.



C. Energy harvesting

The open loop transformer was attached to three recti-

fier circuits to optimize the circuit for maximum charging-

current and voltage. The tests consists of a 1N4148 half-

wave rectifier, Schottky diodes in both half and full-wave

rectifiers. The battery connected to the rectifier in Fig.6 was

fully discharged before performing the test.

The circuits were tested on a laboratory test bench, con-

sisting of a variac, 150 turn copper induction loop (emulating

the power cable), voltage/current meters and the sensor unit.

A commercial split-core current transformer was also used

to approximate the operating current within the induction

loop, which was measured to operate between 75 to 600

Amps during testing. The three circuits were tested, with

the full bridge Schottky diode rectifier circuit providing the

maximum current of 12mA with a voltage of 5.9V from the

energy harvester.

D. Autonomous deployment

The validation and performance of the alignment system

was then undertaken in three stages, utilizing simulation en-

vironments, physical semi-autonomous operations and fully

autonomous system test. An alignment attempt is considered

a success when the drone is brought within 20 centimeter

proximity to the cable, where the sensor unit can be de-

ployed. A failed attempt is defined as a scenario when the

system commands the drone away from the cable and loses

tracking.

Fig. 9. Results of alignment and deploy within Simulation (Red), Semi-
Autonomous (Green) and Full Autonomous Attempt(Blue). The dotted lines
and numbers show stages, with the X denoting the cable position.

The simulation environment previously developed by the

authors in [18] was used for initial testing, where the system

performed 22 successful iterations to provide a baseline

performance of the system. The red line in fig. 9 denotes

the average motion profile taken during a successful attempt

under ideal conditions (sunny with minimal wind).

Once validated within simulation, the mechanical system

was tested with success in a manual operation at the HCA

airport, before transiting into a semi-autonomous approach -

where the pilot operator controlled the altitude of the drone

whilst the system performed lateral and yaw alignment to the

cable. In this approach, the system was successfully tested 18

times, with a single successful attempt shown by the green

line in fig. 9, where the conditions were noted as overcast

with wind speeds between 5−7m/s.

In the second stage of the semi-autonomous alignment, the

drone can be seen to oscillate at an altitude of 3.8 metres,

with a deviation of ±2 meters, which could be caused by

the system alternating between lateral alignment and yaw

adjustment, as the method of correcting the yaw can result

in less power from the roll or pitch attitude controllers. This

reduction in motor speed can result in the drone being more

susceptible to external disturbances such as wind. In addition,

an untuned PI controller for the lateral alignment can also

contribute to the oscillations, as we can see an attenuated

oscillation in stage 3 near sensor deployment.

After reviewing the data and making adjustments to the

PI controller, the final test was performed through fully

autonomous sensor deployment, the system completing 6

successful attempts. The blue line within fig. 9 shows a single

success attempt under sunny conditions with a wind speed

between 3− 5m/s. The initial alignment and ascent profile

is similar to the simulation results but deviates in the yaw

alignment phase, where the drone drifts either side of the

cable but not to the extent of the semi-autonomous attempt.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we successfully demonstrated autonomous

UAV-based sensor deployment. In particular, we have shown

the applicability of pneumatically driven mechanics for

UAVs. We performed an extensive validation of the pneu-

matic system in a controlled laboratory environment as

well as outdoors. The results show that the application

of the pneumatics provides promising results and can be

adopted for other applications in the UAV domain. The

mechanical finger design was tested in both static analysis

and in-laboratory test setups, with the results confirming

that the proposed hooking design is the most suitable for

maximized entry width without compromising its holding

force. Additionally, a sensor unit was designed that en-

compasses pneumatic components with WET functionality

and extended communications for the purpose of monitoring

from power line cables. Lastly, by expanding our previous

LiDAR alignment system with a three-step alignment ap-

proach, we achieved and presented real-life results of both

semi- and fully autonomous deployment of the sensor unit.

Future optimization and testing will improve stability of the

deployment.
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